[Improving venous tone and capillary sealing. Effect of a combination of Ruscus extract and hesperidine methyl chalcone in healthy probands in heat stress].
The drug combination of Ruscus-extract and hesperidine methyl chalcone (HMC) involves two basic mechanisms in the treatment of venous diseases: increase in venous tonicity and edema protection. This was shown in a double-blind study on 20 healthy volunteers by comparing the effectiveness of the individual substances, the combination and a placebo on the venous hemodynamics and the volume of the foot. Ruscus-extract augments the tonicity of the venous wall. This is expressed by a decrease in venous capacity (p less than 0.01), a reduction in the blood pool in the lower leg under orthostatic conditions, and a decrease in tissue volume of the foot and ankle (p less than 0.01). HMC lowers the capillary filtration rate (p less than 0.01) but augmented the blood pool. The increase in blood volume can be explained by dehydration of the tissue of the lower leg lowering the pressure of tissue on the venous system and increasing the blood pool in the limb. After administration of the combination, the blood volume was between the Ruscus and HMC volumes, while the effects on filtration rate, venous capacity and tissue volume corresponded to the changes seen after administration of HMC and Ruscus extract alone.